India Inc gets a role call

They are two of India's leading intellectuals and the most eternal optimists around. And they are good friends who think alike on most topics. In an exclusive chat with ET, Infosys co-founder and chief mentor NR Narayana Murthy and former director-general of CSIR RA Mashelkar discuss Corporate India's role in education, on making academia-industry interface successful, the need for innovation and much more.
‘Human capital building is the responsibility of cos’

Not just science & technology, India needs an innovation policy, besides culture where companies join joint venture in nurturing talents, Mistrys, Murthy & M. R. Reddy tell ET

In the early part of last century, the Saha and others got into research and education and after that not much happened, but now there is a renewed interest among companies to get into education. Why are companies interested in education and what is the technology behind it? thru India
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What are really important to science, technology and innovation policy is to identify areas of convergence, in the rest if the world you see that happening.
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Talent, technology convergence and trust are the four critical points for India. The new higher education policy and innovation technologies that we are talking to be built on these four pillars

The research work done by most of the research institutions are lost and don’t support the enterprise which is the need of the hour. The researchers and the institutions should think together and create a policy which can be successful.
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